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Dyscalculia: Characteristics, Causes, and Treatments
Abstract
Developmental Dyscalculia (DD) is a learning disorder affecting the ability to acquire school-level arithmetic
skills, affecting approximately 3-6% of individuals. Progress in understanding the root causes of DD and how
best to treat it have been impeded by lack of widespread research and variation in characterizations of the
disorder across studies. However, recent years have witnessed significant growth in the field, and a growing
body of behavioral and neuroimaging evidence now points to an underlying deficit in the representation and
processing of numerical magnitude information as a potential core deficit in DD. An additional product of the
recent progress in understanding DD is the resurgence of a distinction between ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’
developmental dyscalculia. The first appears related to impaired development of brain mechanisms for
processing numerical magnitude information, while the latter refers to mathematical deficits stemming from
external factors such as poor teaching, low socio-economic status, and behavioral attention problems or
domain-general cognitive deficits. Increased awareness of this distinction going forward, in combination with
longitudinal empirical research, offers great potential for deepening our understanding of the disorder and
developing effective educational interventions.
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Introduction 
Today’s world requires us to process unprecedented levels of numerical 
information. Computers, smartphones, financial and healthcare information 
processing are just a few of the many contemporary demands requiring our  
numerical fluency. Despite this landscape, up to 25% of “economically active” 
individuals in countries such as the United Kingdom remain “functionally 
innumerate”1(Gross, Hudson, and Price 2009); for those individuals, rates of 
unemployment, mental and physical illness, arrest and incarceration are higher 
(Duncan et al. 2007; Parsons and Bynner 2005; Bynner and Parsons 1997). At the 
societal level, low numeracy has been estimated to cost the UK government up to 
£2.7 billion in lost revenues and added costs, and widespread improvements in 
mathematical competence have been linked to observable increases in the gross 
domestic product (GDP) (OECD 2010). Thus it is essential, for continued 
development of effective quantitative learning and mathematical education 
methods, that we understand the sources of such widespread and debilitating 
numerical and mathematical impairments. 
While many factors such as educational experience, IQ and other cognitive 
abilities, and motivation may undermine the development of numeracy skills, one 
key potential impediment is a developmental learning disorder that is specific to 
numeracy. Developmental Dyscalculia (DD) is such a learning disorder that 
specifically affects the ability to acquire school-level arithmetic skills. Diagnosis 
of DD is recommended by the DSM-IV2 when “mathematical ability, as measured by 
individually administered standardized tests, is substantially below that expected given 
the person's chronological age, measured intelligence, and age-appropriate education.” 
Studies on representative samples of both school-based and general 
populations have been carried out in various countries across the world, and the 
resulting estimates suggest that as many as 3-6% of individuals may suffer from 
DD (for a review see Shalev et al. 2000). Such prevalence estimates suggest that a 
high number of functionally innumerate individuals may be so because they suffer 
from a specific learning disorder, akin to Dyslexia3 in the case of reading. 
Therefore, from the perspective of educators, those individuals may require 
tailored educational interventions to improve their numeracy skills.  Such 
interventions can be tailored to individuals only on the basis of improved 
understanding of the causes and characteristics of the disorder itself.  
                                                 
1
 lacking the “essential knowledge, skills, and understanding that will enable them to operate 
confidently effectively and independently in life and at work” (DfES 2005). 
2
 The ‘DSM’ is the ‘Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ published by the 
American Psychiatric Association. DSM-IV refers to the 4th iteration of this publication. 
3
 A developmental learning disorder specifically affecting the acquisition of fluent reading skills. 
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Despite the evident importance of numerical and mathematical skills for life 
success and a prevalence rate equivalent to that of developmental dyslexia 
(Shalev et al. 2000), DD has been chronically understudied, with studies on 
dyslexia outnumbering those on DD by 14:1 as recently as 2007 (Gersten, Clarke, 
and Mazzocco 2007). The consequence of this under-attention is that the 
cognitive causes of DD are currently poorly understood. It should be noted that 
DD often co-occurs (is comorbid) with other learning difficulties such as 
Developmental Dyslexia and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).4 
However, the focus of the present review is on DD alone rather than on cases in 
which DD and other disorders co-occur.  
Research into DD has revealed a wide range of behavioral deficits in 
mathematical abilities. However, the consistent identification of a core group of 
behavioral markers across studies has remained elusive. This general lack of 
consistency can be attributed to two primary factors, aside from the relative lack 
of attention paid to DD. First, variation across studies in criteria used to identify 
children with mathematical difficulties has impeded the achievement of a 
consensus on the defining features of DD. To elaborate, some studies have 
employed discrepancy criteria, such as defining DD as math performance within 
an affected individual as equivalent to children one or two years younger (Temple 
and Sherwood 2002; Shalev, Manor, and Gross-Tsur 1997). Other studies have 
used percentile cut-off points, ranging from the lowest 35th percentile (Geary, 
Hamson, and Hoard 2000) to the lowest 11th percentile (Butterworth 2003). Still 
more studies have employed alternatives to discrepancy criteria, such as a 
standard deviation criterion in which a child is deemed dyscalculic if the child 
scored three standard deviations below the mean on item-timed arithmetic for 
example (Landerl, Bevan, and Butterworth 2004). Such wide-ranging selection 
criteria have the effect of including individuals whose math deficits do not stem 
from a persistent learning disorder, but rather may stem from exogenous sources 
such as poor teaching, low socio-economic status, or alternative developmental 
disorders such as ADHD. This fact underlines then the second reason for the lack 
of consensus on the behavioral profile of DD: mathematical skills are inherently 
heterogeneous and, as such, are vulnerable to disruption from a wide range of 
endogenous and exogenous sources. 
In 1970, Ladislav Kosc proposed a definition of DD:   
Developmental dyscalculia is a structural disorder of mathematical 
abilities which has its origin in a genetic or congenital disorder of those 
parts of the brain that are the direct anatomico-physiological substrate of 
                                                 
4
   A mental or neurobehavioral disorder characterized by either significant difficulties 
of inattention or hyperactivity and impulsiveness or a combination of the two (National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke. National Institute of Health) 
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the maturation of mathematical abilities adequate to age, without a 
simultaneous disorder of general mental functions (Kosc, 1970, p. 192). 
In that definition is an inherent distinction between what Kosc terms primary 
dyscalculia, namely, math deficits stemming from an impaired ability to acquire 
those skills, versus secondary dyscalculia (or “pseudo-dyscalculia”), namely, 
math deficits caused by external factors such as those mentioned above. In line 
with Kosc’s proposed taxonomy, recent years have seen a growing number of 
researchers (e.g., Rubinsten and Henik, 2009) distinguishing between pure DD as 
an endogenous learning disorder and mathematical learning disabilities/ 
difficulties (MLD), driven by exogenous factors or cognitive deficits not specific 
to numerical processing, such as working-memory, visual-spatial processing or 
attention. Attention to this distinction is beginning to reveal distinct pathological 
profiles, whereby children with the most-severe math deficits exhibit cognitive 
deficits in very basic number processing which tap “the number sense,” while 
children with more moderate impairments do not (Mazzocco, Feigenson, and 
Halberda 2011). Thus it may be that the primary vs. secondary distinction in DD 
is somewhat analogous to a distinction between the severity of presented math 
difficulties. 
The following review will summarize the current state of knowledge 
regarding DD, drawing from a range (but not exhaustive list) of empirical studies, 
many of which likely include in their samples individuals with both primary and 
secondary DD. In so doing, we outline the defining behavioral and brain-level 
characteristics of primary DD, and highlight the importance of distinguishing 
between primary and secondary DD in future research.  
Behavioral Characteristics 
Traditionally, the defining features of DD have been poor retrieval of arithmetic 
facts from memory and the perseverant use of immature calculation strategies 
(Geary and Hoard 2005). However, a growing body of behavioral and 
neuroimaging evidence, emerging over the last decade, suggests that DD may be 
rooted in impairments of a neurobiological system for processing numerical 
magnitudes (the total number of items in a set) and that it is this impairment that, 
over the course of learning and development, gives rise to the difficulties in the 
retrieval of arithmetic facts. Debate still exists, however, as to the role of domain-
general cognitive factors, such as working-memory and spatial attention, in the 
etiology of DD.  
Arithmetic 
The most consistently observed behavioral hallmark of DD is impaired arithmetic 
fact retrieval (Mazzocco, Devlin, and McKenney 2008). As early as grades 1 and 
3
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2, typically developing children undergo a developmental shift in their calculation 
strategies. They begin by solving simple problems through procedural methods 
such as counting, but usually by 3rd grade, they have developed a store of 
arithmetic facts in memory, from which they can quickly recall the solution to a 
given problem (Ashcraft 1982). Children with DD, on the other hand, typically 
fail to develop such fluent fact-retrieval mechanisms, continuing to employ 
procedural strategies long after their typically developing peers have progressed 
to memory-based strategies (Geary 1993; Geary, Bow-Thomas, and Yao 1992; 
Geary, Hamson, and Hoard 2000; Jordan and Hanich 2003; Hanich et al. 2001; 
Landerl, Bevan, and Butterworth 2004; Russell and Ginsburg 1984).  As an 
indicator of the severity of the fact-retrieval deficit in DD children, typically 
developing children have been found to recall an average of three times as many 
arithmetic facts as those with DD (Hasselbring et al. 1988).  
A corollary of impaired fact retrieval in DD is the use of immature or 
inefficient problem-solving strategies. If a child with DD has not learned a given 
arithmetic fact, and hence cannot recall it fluently from memory, he/she will 
resort to procedural strategies, which are often sub-optimal and overly laborious. 
For example, children with DD in the first and second grades frequently adopt a 
count all method to solve simple calculations, whereby the child starts with zero 
and counts both addends until the solution is reached. By contrast, typically 
developing children of the same age might employ a count min strategy, starting 
with the larger addend and counting from there (Geary, Hamson, and Hoard 2000; 
Geary, Hoard, and Hamson 1999).  
One of the difficulties in reliably characterizing the behavioral profile of DD 
is that math difficulties may emerge at varying stages of the educational process. 
For example,  Mazzocco and Myers (2003) reported that, 65% of a sample of DD 
children in grade 3 had met the diagnosis criteria for DD in kindergarten, whereas 
20% of the sample had first met the criteria upon reaching grade 2. That finding 
underlines the fact that the skills required for successful mathematical 
performance change over the course of development, and thus some children may 
have a specific deficit at an early learning stage, which then disrupts the 
acquisition of later skills. This disruption may occur because the foundational 
skills are simply not present, or because inefficient or immature procedural skills 
result in extra effort required to carry out simple calculations. This extra effort 
spent on elementary skills in turn renders children unable to follow and learn 
more complex procedural knowledge being taught in the classroom (Pellegrino 
and Goldman 1987). The finding of changing profiles over time also highlights 
the importance of looking for persistent deficits in the diagnosis of DD. In other 
words, it is important that children show deficits in math performance at more 
than one time point.  
4
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While deficits in arithmetic fact retrieval and strategy use define the 
phenotypic expression of DD at the school-level, they are also exhibited by 
individuals with secondary DD/MLD. Thus when retrieval deficits are used as the 
sole definitional criterion for DD it may complicate identification of the root 
cause of the disorder. Several researchers have suggested that primary DD might 
be driven by a core deficit of “the number sense,” a cognitive mechanism that 
supports the representation and processing of numerical magnitudes (Butterworth 
1999;  Dehaene 1997). Accordingly, a large proportion of recent research has 
investigated the function of that number sense in children with DD. 
Basic Number Processing 
In one of the first studies to examine basic numerical processing in children with 
mathematical learning difficulties, Koontz and Berch (1996) reported that 
atypically developing children do not show the same interference from numerical 
information when judging whether two numbers presented in different formats are 
identical or not. This suggests that numerical magnitude information is not 
activated automatically in DD children as it is in their typically developing peers. 
The suggestion of reduced automatic activation of semantic numerical 
representations in DD was subsequently supported by Rubinsten and Henik 
(2005), who reported a lack of facilitation from numerical information in DD 
children during a numerical stroop task.5 A lack of automaticity in processing 
numerical information does not itself indicate whether the underlying semantic 
representation is impaired, or whether there is a deficit in the link between the 
semantic representations and their symbolic referents (i.e., Arabic digits). Thus, 
many researchers have employed the numerical comparison paradigm6 as a 
method of probing the integrity of numerical magnitude representations. 
Early reports from case studies (Butterworth 1999), as well as studies using a 
wide range of math difficulties (i.e., 30th percentile) (Geary, Hoard, and Hamson 
1999) suggested impaired performance in DD individuals during numerical 
comparison. Subsequent studies using more-stringent selection criteria confirmed 
deficient number-comparison skills in DD children, and have even shown 
impaired basic number naming (Landerl, Bevan, and Butterworth 2004; van der 
Sluis, de Jong, and van der Leij 2004), suggesting the presence of very elementary 
deficits in basic number processing in DD. Importantly, DD children not only 
show increases in global reaction time and error rate during number comparison, 
but also a qualitatively different “distance effect” (Mussolin. Mejias et al. 2010). 
                                                 
5
 The numerical stroop task requires participants to select which of two simultaneously presented 
Arabic digits is physically larger. Which of the two numbers is physically larger can be either 
congruent or incongruent with with which of the numbers is numerically larger 
6
 A task that requires participants to select which of two numbers is numerically larger. 
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The distance effect (Moyer and Landauer 1967) refers to the behavioral 
phenomenon that, as the distance between two numbers being compared 
decreases (e.g., 2 – 9 versus 7 – 9), reaction times and errors increase. In other 
words, numbers that are closer together are harder to compare than numbers that 
are further apart. The numerical distance effect (NDE) is taken by many 
researchers to reflect the integrity of the underlying representation of numerical 
magnitude along a “mental number line” (Dehaene 2003), with a larger NDE 
indicating a less-precise or more noisy representation.  
In support of this idea, the NDE decreases in size over the course of 
development (Sekuler and Mierkiewicz 1977), suggesting an ontogenetic increase 
in the precision of the number sense. Children with DD have been shown to have 
larger NDEs than typically developing children (Ashkenazi, Mark-Zigdon, and 
Henik 2009; Price et al. 2007), in much the same way that typically developing 
children show a larger NDE relative to adults, suggesting that DD children may 
have a less-refined, immature representation of numerical magnitude compared to 
their typically developing peers. Recent evidence suggests that the magnitude of 
the developmental delay in the precision of this representation may be on the 
order of five years, with DD children showing numerical-representation precision 
equivalent to typically developing children five years their junior (Piazza et al. 
2010). 
It appears, therefore, as though DD, defined by impaired arithmetic skills, is 
associated with deficient basic numerical magnitude processing, pointing to a 
developmental impairment or delay in the number sense as a possible root cause. 
However, recent evidence suggests that only the most severely impaired DD 
children (10% percentile) show impaired acuity of numerical magnitude 
representations, while those with below average math skills (11th – 25th percentile) 
do not differ from typically developing children (Mazzocco, Feigenson, and 
Halberda 2011). This finding suggests that primary DD may be associated with 
more-severe arithmetic deficits, and attributed to a congenital impairment of the 
ability to represent and process numerical magnitude information, falling nicely in 
line with Kosc’s early definition (see above). Secondary DD, on the other hand, 
may be associated with less-severe arithmetic difficulties that are not related to 
impaired numerical magnitude representation and processing. Thus, the need to 
differentiate between primary and secondary DD becomes abundantly clear when 
considering differences in a) their etiology and b) their phenotypic severity.  
Non-numerical Deficits 
Despite the generally accepted definition of DD as a learning disorder specific to 
arithmetic, several researchers suggest that its root cause may lie in disturbances 
6
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of domain-general cognitive mechanisms such as working memory, visual-spatial 
processing, or attention.  
In support of this hypothesis, several studies have shown that children with 
mathematical difficulties underperform on tests of various aspects of working 
memory, such as the phonological loop7 (Hitch and McAuley 1991; Koontz and 
Berch 1996; McLean and Hitch 1999), visuo-spatial sketch pad8 (McLean and 
Hitch 1999), and forward and backward digit-span9 (Geary, Brown, and 
Samaranayake 1991; Geary, Hoard, and Hamson 1999; Passolunghi and Siegel 
2004). These findings could be taken to indicate a tight coupling between deficits 
of working memory and arithmetic learning difficulties; however, many of the 
above studies used selection criteria (e.g., 30th percentile) broad enough to make it 
likely that their samples included children with primary and children with 
secondary DD. In contrast, several studies with more-stringent selection criteria 
(e.g., three standard deviations below the mean on item-timed arithmetic) found 
no differences between DD and typically developing children on working 
memory measures (Landerl, Bevan, and Butterworth 2004; Temple and Sherwood 
2002). While it is clearly understood that working memory is an essential 
cognitive component for the acquisition of arithmetic skills, the existing literature 
suggest that those individuals with both working memory problems and arithmetic 
deficits may be best categorized as suffering from secondary DD. Meanwhile 
primary DD, the more-severe disorder, appears to be relatively independent of 
working memory impairments. 
Deficits in visuo-spatial attention have also been put forth as a possible 
domain-general cause of DD (e.g., Geary 2004), due to the important role of 
visuo-spatial processing in arithmetic processing.  Several studies have reported 
poorer performance on tests of attention and visual-spatial processing in DD 
children relative to controls (e.g., Shalev, Auerbach, and Gross-Tsur, 1995; 
Lindsay, Tomazic, Levine, and Accardo, 2001). Furthermore, Ashkenazi, 
Rubinsten, and Henik (2009) argue that the lack of facilitation in DD children in 
numerical stroop tasks is driven by difficulty in recruiting attention, rather than 
impaired numerical magnitude representations. In support of this, they report that 
individuals with pure DD show deficient performance on tests of executive 
function and attentional alertness relative to controls. These findings suggest that 
individuals with DD may indeed present with atypical visual attention profiles; 
                                                 
7
 The component of Baddeley and Hitch’s working memory model that processes and encodes 
auditory information (Baddeley and Hitch 1974). 
8
 The component of Baddeley and Hitch’s working memory model that processes and encodes 
visual information(Baddeley and Hitch 1974). 
9
 Participants are presented with a series of digits (e.g., “8, 3, 4”) and must immediately repeat 
them back, either in the order presented or in reverse order. 
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however, recent evidence using
suggests that deficits in spatial and numerical processing in DD may in fact be 
dissociable (Ashkenazi and Henik 2010)
disentangle the role of visual
Finally, some researchers have suggested that the root cause of DD may lie in 
a disruption of the mapping between Arabic digits and their numerical magnitudes 
(Rousselle and Noel 2007)
showing a specific impairment in symbolic
nonsymbolic (e.g., dot arrays)
underlying representations of numerical magnitude 
date, it is unclear whether the numerical magnitude processing deficits exhibited 
by children with DD are
presented or whether the deficits emerge when children acquire the meaning of 
numerical symbols.  
Neural Characteristics
If primary DD exists as 
way that Kosc (1970) suggested, then it is necessary to demonstrate in individuals 
with primary DD “a genetic or congenital disorder of those parts of the brain that 
are the direct anatomico
mathematical abilities….
 Paying particular attention to the 
idea of an impairment of the neural 
mechanisms supporting
maturation” of math skill, then
behavioral evidence discussed above
suggests the most likely deficit would 
be in the neural substrates of 
numerical magnitude processing. 
Neuroimaging research in typ
developing adults and children has 
identified the intraparietal sulcus 
(IPS, Fig. 1) as a key brain region 
involved in the processing of 
numerical magnitude representation 
(Dehaene et al. 2003; Cohen, 
Lammertyn, and Izard 2008)
primary DD is related to a core deficit 
                                                
10
 Participants are required to indicate the center point of lines of different lengths.
 physical vs. numerical line-bisection tasks
. Further research is required to
-spatial attention in DD.  
. This “access deficit hypothesis” stems from evidence 
 (e.g., Arabic numerals)
 numerical comparison, taken to indicate intact 
(Rousselle and Noel 2007)
 irrespective of the format in which the numbers are 
 
a specific, endogenously driven learning disorder in the 
-physiological substrate of the maturation of 
” 
 “the 
, the 
 
ically 
. Thus, if 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Three-dimensional rendering of an 
adult human brain.  The left and 
Intraparietal Sulci (IPS) are highlighted in 
yellow.  
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in “the number sense” evident at the brain level, then individuals with DD can be 
expected to show atypical activation of the IPS when processing numerical 
magnitude information. While only a handful of studies to date have tested this 
robustly, this hypothesis is gaining increasing levels of empirical support. 
At the functional level, Price et al. (2007) reported reduced modulation of the 
right IPS in DD children during a nonsymbolic numerical comparison task (i.e., 
comparing which of two sets of squares was the more numerous). In that study, 
typically developing children showed greater activation in the IPS for number 
pairs that were closer together (small numerical distance) compared to pairs that 
were separated by a comparatively larger numerical distance. In contrast, DD 
children showed no such effect of numerical distance on brain activation. That 
study provided the first evidence of atypical brain activation during numerical 
magnitude processing independent of symbolic number use (i.e., comparison 
stimuli were nonsymbolic). Subsequent studies reported similar results using 
symbolic number comparisons (Arabic digits) (Mussolin, De Volder et al. 2010), 
suggesting a brain-level impairment in basic numerical magnitude processing in 
DD. It is important to note that in both studies, DD children were identified based 
on their arithmetic performance, yet they showed atypical brain activation during 
basic numerical magnitude processing. This is important to consider because it 
provides a clear link between the brain circuitry underlying numerical magnitude 
processing and arithmetic achievement.  Furthermore, there is recent evidence that 
DD children show reduced activation of the IPS during mental arithmetic 
(Ashkenazi et al. 2012), suggesting that the developmental dysfunction of the IPS 
in DD children is associated not only with the foundational capacity of basic 
magnitude processing, but also with the phenotypic expression of impaired 
arithmetic skills. 
It should be noted that some recent studies also have pointed to an overlap 
between the role of the IPS in numerical magnitude processing and spatial 
working memory. Rotzer et al. (2009) reported that DD children show less 
activation of the right IPS during a spatial working memory task (an adaptation of 
the corsi block-tapping task11) than control children. Consequently, the authors 
suggest that deficits in spatial working memory might “lie at the core of 
difficulties in non-symbolic numerical magnitude processing” (p. 2863). It is 
unclear, however, what the mechanistic link might be between spatial working 
memory and nonsymbolic magnitude processing, apart from a shared neural 
substrate. Thus, it is just as plausible to say that nonsymbolic magnitude 
processing deficits undermine the neural response during the corsi block-tapping 
task. Ultimately, both options are possible, but at present, the weight of evidence 
is in favor of a deficit in numerical magnitude processing. 
                                                 
11
  A task requiring mimicking a researcher as he/she taps a sequence of up to nine identical 
spatially separated blocks 
9
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As well as showing atypical functional activation profiles, a growing body of 
evidence suggests that children with DD show atypical structural organization of 
the IPS. Using voxel-based morphometry,12 Rotzer et al. (2007) reported reduced 
grey matter volume in the right IPS of DD children relative to controls, while 
Rykhlevskaia et al. (2009) reported atypical white matter tracts linking the right 
IPS to the right fusiform gyrus (part of the ventral visual cortex).  
Thus, it appears that DD is associated with atypical functional and structural 
characteristics of brain regions that support the processing of numerical 
magnitude information. It is possible, therefore, to speculate that the 
neurocognitive mechanisms for representing and processing numerical magnitude 
serve as a foundation for the acquisition of school-level arithmetic skills and that, 
in children with DD, the impairment of that foundation undermines the 
acquisition of those skills. However, what is currently absent is direct causal 
evidence of that relationship. To date, all neuroimaging studies of DD have been 
cross-sectional, making it impossible to know if atypical development of the IPS 
undermines the acquisition of math skills or vice-versa. Only future longitudinal 
work will be able to fully resolve this issue 
Treatment 
The inherent goal in refining our understanding of the behavioral and neural 
characteristics of DD is to inform the development of better educational 
interventions. Neuroscientific evidence can provide targeted direction for 
intervention approaches by identifying core neurocognitive mechanisms in need 
of remediation.   
Two adaptive computerized training tools have been developed based on 
cognitive neuroscience evidence with the aim of remediating DD. The first, “The 
Number Race” is designed to improve the precision of numerical magnitude 
representations in DD (Wilson, Revkin, and Cohen 2006). The game asks children 
to select the larger of two arrays of dots and, in addition to providing feedback on 
the correct response, adjusts the numerical difference between the sets based on 
performance, making the task easier or more difficult. The second program, 
“Graphogame,” follows a similar logic to The Number Race, requiring individuals 
to compare sets of objects. In contrast to The Number Race, which focuses on 
approximate estimation, Graphogame focuses on exact numerosities,13 and seeks 
to link those with number symbols (Arabic digits). While both programs target 
cognitive processes thought to be crucial for the development of math skills, and 
both result in improvements in number-comparison performance, neither program 
                                                 
12
 A method of analyzing neuroimaging data that allows the investigation of differences in the 
concentration of grey matter in specific regions of the brain. 
13
 ‘Numerosity’ refers to the total number of items in a set. 
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results in training effects that generalize to counting and arithmetic (Räsänen et al. 
2009). 
Other intervention programs, whose publishers reported use of 
neuroscientific evidence in their design, have also produced mixed results, either 
providing insufficient evidence to assess evaluation (e.g., “Fluency and 
Automaticity through Systematic Teaching with Technology: FASTT Math”), or 
demonstrating positive results limited to specific socio-economic demographics 
(e.g., “Numberworlds”, Griffin 2007) (for a review see Kroeger, Brown, and 
O’Brien, 2012).  
Thus, while still in the early days, attempts to directly train core cognitive 
mechanisms that are impaired in DD (i.e., numerical magnitude processing) do 
not appear to be delivering the effectiveness and transfer effects that would be 
hoped. Much future work is needed to understand the scaffolding relationship 
between foundational competencies and higher-level skills such as arithmetic, and 
how best to enhance that structured learning. With that in mind, it will be of key 
importance in developing effective educational interventions to strengthen our 
understanding of how basic processes and higher skills change, both in their 
nature and in relationship to each other, over the course of ontogenetic 
development. 
Conclusions 
Mathematical performance deficits, Developmental Dyscalculia, may arise 
because of a wide range of factors, from poor teaching, to low socio-economic 
status, to behavioral attention problems. However, a subset of children with math 
difficulties, possibly with the most-severe impairments, appears to suffer from a 
developmental learning disorder that undermines the ability to process basic 
numerical magnitude information, and that impairment in turn undermines the 
acquisition of school-level arithmetic skills. This disorder, “primary 
developmental dyscalculia,” should not be confused with “secondary 
developmental dyscalculia,” which refers to mathematical deficits stemming from 
external factors such as those described above. Instead, primary DD is associated 
with impaired development of brain mechanisms for processing numerical 
magnitude information and is thus driven by endogenous neurodevelopmental 
factors. While recent years have seen a growing body of evidence supporting the 
above characterization of primary DD, attempts to develop educational 
interventions on the basis of those findings have not proved successful. That said, 
it must be remembered that research in this area is in relative infancy when 
compared to research investigating developmental dyslexia, and thus, progress to 
date is exciting, with promises of rich future rewards. Key to maximizing the 
outcomes of this research is for future studies to focus on the causal relationship 
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between numerical magnitude processing and later math skills, and on the role of 
development in the design of effective intervention tools. 
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